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As at Bukhara, Nadir forbade his troops to molest the inhabitants,
and put to death several of his officers and men who had caused a disturb-
ance in the town.1
Having settled affairs at Khanqa, Nadir marched to Khiva, which, as
stated above, was 20 miles distant. Thompson and Hogg, who were in
Khiva at this time, described it in their journal as :
" situated on a rising ground, it has three gates, and is defended by a strong wall of
earth, very thick, and much higher than the houses: it has ~ turrets at small
distances, and a broad deep ditch full of water. The place is large, but the houses
are low, the greatest part of them being built with mud ; the roofs are flat, and
covered with earth. It commands a pleasing prospect of the adjacent plains, which,
by the industry of the inhabitants, are rendered very fertile/' 2
When Ilbars had at length realised that he was in real danger, he had
sent to Abu'l-Khair Khan, the chief of the Little Horde of the Qazaqs,
for aid. In response to this appeal, Abu'l-Khair, with a mixed force of
Qazaqs and Aral Ozbegs, marched to Khiva and entered the city. Having
decided to send an envoy to Nadir, he selected for this purpose a Russian
engineer officer named Muravin whom, it is said, he trusted more than
any of his own chiefs.3 Muravin, on being conducted into Nadir's
presence, informed him that the Qazaq chief offered to submit and that
he wished to become Khan of Khiva. The Shah treated Muravin
graciously and charged him to request Abu'l-Khair to come in person
to his court where he would be received and rewarded as a subject of the
Empress of Russia, with whom he (Nadir) wished to remain on friendly
terms. Muravin returned with this reassuring message to Abu'l-Khair,
but the latter, either because he feared to trust to Nadir's word or because
of a plot hatched by the people of Khiva, fled back to his horde on the
Qazaq steppes.4
Despite the flight of Abu'l-Khair, the Khivans, encouraged by their
commander, *Abdu'r-Rahman Beg, the Qushbegi, determined to resist,
and refused to parley when Nadir sent emissaries to them. The Shah's
forces thereupon invested the city, which they proceeded to bombard
with eighteen cannon and sixteen mortars ; the Khivans, on the other
hand, had only a few field pieces which they had seized some twenty-three
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•Hanway, VoL I, p. 351,
'See p. 194 of Ferry de Pigny's French translation of A, Levshin's Opisani*
ili, Kirgiz-KaisatsMkk Ord i SU-pei. Muravin and two other Russian engineer officers
named Gladishev and Nazimov had been sent by the Russian Government, at the request
of Abu'l-Khair, to examine a site for a fortress at the month of the Sir Daria (Jaxartes) ;
see Howorth's History of the Mongols, VoL II, pp. 913 and 914. A map isproduced in
Central Asia (Calcutta, 1873), Section I, Part Vl.'shows Muiavin's route from Orsk to Khiva
and his survey of the eastern side of the Sea of Aral.
*Levshin, pp. 194 and 195.
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